Encompass Partner Connect

Faster innovation, bigger competitive advantage. Access and build your API integrations on the Encompass Lending Platform.

Gain more control than ever and build, integrate, and extend new functions and applications while improving efficiency, quality, and compliance.

Encompass Partner Connect™ offers an improved partner experience that enables Ellie Mae Network service providers to:

- Build solutions once and have them available across Ellie Mae’s entire product suite
- Own your integration roadmap and rapidly deliver new enhancements
- Reduce time to market while improving your customer experience
- Build on the Encompass Lending Platform™ and leverage the integration on both Ellie Mae’s current generation Encompass and next generation suite of products
- Promote your integration via the Ellie Mae Marketplace

Build integrations that extend your competitive advantage

Encompass Partner Connect provides a wealth of tools and resources:

- **Application programming interfaces (APIs):** Offer your service(s) with these easy-to-use interfaces built on REST architectural principles
- **Interactive documentation:** Find what you need quickly, without navigating through multiple pages
- **Developer resources:** Get off to a fast start with user guides, use cases, sample code, and snippets, including implementation source code
- **Additional tools include:**
  - API integration guide
  - Sandbox environment for testing your integration
  - Access to Ellie Mae’s consulting services
  - Security review and integration approval

---

**Benefits**

- Visibility across the entire Encompass Lending Platform™ customer base
- Increase efficiency through streamlined API integrations
- Joint customers save time and money through integrated services

**Your Partner Account Manager will contact you when your API service category is ready**
Leverage the Encompass Lending Platform

Current and new Ellie Mae Network Partners will have access to Next Generation capabilities with APIs and the Encompass Connect suite of solutions, that leverage the En Compass Lending Platform™ to power and transform their business.

The Encompass Lending Platform™ is the first open, secure and scalable lending platform for Ellie Mae customers, partners, and independent software vendors, as well as the foundation for Encompass Partner Connect™ and the Encompass Connect family of solutions.